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Abstract: Modern electronic communication is fast and ef icient. It has never been easier to change the document’s content. 
In this paper, we explain and show through practical work how it is possible to protect the data sent electronically in business 
communication by using decentralized authentication systems.
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INTRODUCTION  

Security is a matter of trust. Should you take your 
security into your own hands or let someone else 
take care of it?

The problem of security and protection of 
computer systems is slowly becoming a business, 
actually, a service that is sold to you by compa-
nies outside your firm. This releases companies 
from employing professional staff and partially 
relieves their costs. These services often include: 
the purchase of a part of the hardware, especially 
firewalls, the software that works on them, in-
stalling and maintaining antivirus programs, vari-
ous types of data backups, and even storing cloud 
databases that are maintained by specialized 
hardware, software, and team of experts. This is 
very interesting for our BiH conditions, especially 
when electricity goes down. This brings us back to 
the eternal question of who controls the control-
lers, or how much we can trust those companies. 
Even if these systems function properly, the fact 
is that a lot of damage can be caused by the lack 

of sender’s authentication or the credibility of the 
electronic message.

Violating privacy, tracking the users and record-
ing their habits is a perpetual topic in electronic 
communication. On the other hand, the presence of 
various kinds of malicious programs imposes the 
need to pay attention to security in every form of 
communication.

Modern electronic communication is fast and 
ef icient. At the same time it has never been easier 
to change the document’s content. This can be ap-
plied not only to electronic messages, but also to 
printed documents that are not particularly pro-
tected, for example, with a dry stamp, using spe-
cial paper or in a similar manner. It is enough just 
to digitize the document, make a change in one of 
the available editors, and print it again. We had the 
opportunity to see how of icers usually check the 
credibility of the stamps on paper by ‘licking’ them. 
This tells us more clearly that in the new age we 
have to use new techniques of signing and credibil-
ity veri ication.
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AUTHENTICATION

One of the main elements of authentication in 
electronic communication is a digital signature, 
whereby we need to distinguish the meaning of 
terms electronic and digital signature. One of the 
de initions states that an electronic signature is 
any sound, symbol or process that is electronically 
linked to a document-contract or record adopted 
by the signatory, indicating his or her intention of 
signing. The digital signature replaces the personal 
signature and con irms the sender's identity as well 
as the credibility of the sent message and is based 
on cryptographic algorithms and keys. Connecting a 
public key and identifying the person using it is one 
of the major issues in authentication. There are two 
approaches to solving this problem:

• Use of certi ication authorities (centralized 
system)

• Use of decentralized systems

WoT
The most well-known decentralized model of 

trust is the "Web of Trust" (WOT). WOT is a concept 
used in PGP and other OpenPGP compatible sys-
tems, best known as GnuPG (GPG) [4]. It does not 
rely on the certi ication authority hierarchy, but us-
ers sign certi icates among themselves to con irm 
the public key connection with the person or entity 
speci ied in the certi icate.

Key K is considered valid if two conditions are 
ful illed:

1. It is signed with enough valid keys which 
means:
b. It was signed by you personally,
c. It was signed by a fully reliable key,
d. It was signed by three keys with marginal 

trust.
5. The path’s length of the signed keys that leads 

from the key K back to your key is ive steps 
or shorter.

Besides signing a public key, each user must also 
be determined the level of trust (owner-trust) in 
the way he signs other keys. There are four levels 
of trust:

• unknown
• none
• marginal
• full

It is possible to adjust the length of the path, the 
number of marginally trusted keys and the number 
of fully trusted keys. The above listed numbers are 
default values   used by GnuPG. The setting parame-
ters are: marginals-needed, completes-needed, and 
max-cert-depth for the path’s length from the key K 
back to your key.

It is important to note that the level of trust in 
user (owner-trust) must always be entered on our 
own, while the key validity can be calculated using 
the above mentioned method.

Web of Trust has a lexible approach to the prob-
lem of secure public key exchange. This approach 
allows you to con igure GnuPG to re lect how it is 
used. In the extreme case, it is possible to request 
a multiple, shorter path from your key to key K. On 
the other hand, you may be satis ied with a longer 
path and perhaps with a shorter path from your key 
to key K as well. Requiring multiple short paths is a 
powerful guarantee that the key K is really valid.

The main problem is that if we need to con irm 
a large number of keys or we need to communicate 
with people, we do not know that this procedure re-
quires user’s immense engagement.

Therefore, the main problem of the WoT network 
is the validation of keys in case we want to establish 
communication with a large number of people. In 
this case, in order to provide less perfect but effec-
tive security solution, it is suggested to slightly loose 
the threat model instead of using theoretically per-
fect but practically very dif icult rules. We achieve 
this by using the TOFU model (trust on irst use).

TOFU
The TOFU model memorizes the key during the 

irst contact and remembers the key usage statis-
tics [5]. In the case that the key is changed, the TOFU 
declares both the key (old and new) as con licting 
and requests interaction with the user to determine 
whether it is an attack or a regular key update. In the 
case of an attack, the attacking key will be declared 
defective, communication will be denied and, if nec-
essary, other measures will be taken as well. If we ind 
that it is a regular update of the sub keys in contact 
with the sender, both keys will be accepted as correct.

TOFU will also warn us on the irst contact and 
we can easily recognize whether it's a mimicry at-
tack or a real new contact.
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WEB Key Directory
Web Key Directory is a new public keyword de-

tection scheme that allows you to detect PGP keys 
by using an email address.

For example, if you are looking for the key of ti-
jana@example.org, the key will be delivered from 
the following location:

https://example.org/.well-known/openpgpkey/
hu/1xnth55nm69yzufx5jbdyh5hjzcbecbr

The web directory provides an easy way to dis-
cover public keys via HTTPS. It provides an infra-
structure that signi icantly improves user’s experi-
ence while sharing secure email and ile messages.

Unlike the public key server, Web Key Directory 
does not publish email addresses. This is the author-
itative source for your own domain.

It works in the following way:
• The sender's mail client checks the "well-

known" URL on the recipient's domain.
• If the public key is available for this email ad-

dress, it will be downloaded via HTTPS.
• The public key can now be used without fur-

ther user’s interaction.
The use of WKD is implemented in GPG from ver-

sion 2.1.12 as well as by adding it to the main e-mail 
clients: Thunderbird / Enigmail 2.0, KMail from Ver-
sion 5.6, Outlook with GpgOL from version 2.2.0, 
Mailvelope from version 3.0.0

The Web Key Directory is generally created and 
maintained through the web key service, but orga-
nizations or individuals can host only the web key 
directory without the web key service.

This is accomplished by using a lat ile struc-
ture that should be re-created if the public message 
changes.

The thing is that iles, whose hash address name 
is from corresponding domain, are created for each 
address of the corresponding domain with the help 
of GPG. It is necessary to have control over the web 
server of that domain. Created iles are set up on the 
path. well-known / openpgpkey / hu / on the web 
server’s domain. This is set up on the HTTPS server. 
It is necessary for the web server to be con igured 
appropriately and to enable HTTPS communication 
and protect the directory from direct browsing.
The client calculates hash addresses and searches 
for a ile with that name on that path. If he inds it, 
then the matching public key is imported.

WKD is set up only for addresses from that do-
main and represents a unique authoritative key 
server of that domain.

Current situation
The use of digital signatures in the business envi-

ronment of BiH can easily be seen from the research 
diagram conducted in the work [1]. The survey cov-
ered two groups of business users: employees in the 
education sector and employees in the civil service.
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Do you consider that using a digital signature is
useful in e mail communication?

Figure 3. The importance of using a digital signature in 
electronic communications

Figure 1. Use of digital signature in business environment

Figure 2. Authenticity of electronic messages
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From Figure 1 we can conclude that a small num-
ber of business users use a digital signature. On the 
other hand, it is clear from Figures 3 and 4 that elec-
tronic communication is not always safe and mes-
sages sent electronically are not always authentic. 
The survey also shows that over 85% of respon-
dents in our business environment agreed that the 
induction of authentication by using digital signa-
tures makes business communication easier and 
more secure.

Organization Model in a Business Envi-
ronment
Our model is based on a combination of web of 

trust and trust for irst use (TOFU). This solution does 
not cover the entire world, but we will limit ourselves 
to everyday business communication in which we 
have the de inite number of participants. Construc-
tion begins as WOT. In the case of a business entity, 
we will form the key that is related to the company. 
Although email is a strong identi ier, we can create 
this key without using an email. We can also omit the 
encryption sub key so that this key is for signature 
and certi ication only. Let us call this key the main key 
of the company. With the main key we will sign all 
employees’ keys. By signing the main key with com-
plete trust, all employees will have mutually valid 
keys. The connection of the main key and employees’ 
key is two-way and with full con idence. In this way, 
we saved the users within the company from a part of 
the work about the signing and certi ication.

We should not forget that all these keys must be 
synchronized with the key server.

Employees will deposit their secret keys and re-
vocation keys in a secure location. Depositing pri-
vate keys and keys for revocation to a secure loca-
tion is extremely important as well as remembering 
the pas-phrase key. This is especially noteworthy 
since, during the performance of the experiment, 
we noticed that users are prone to lose keys or pass-
words for private key.

Let us observe the other organization that was 
arranged in the same way. It would be desirable that, 
if there is a business link between these two organi-
zations, the administrators sign and certify the main 
keys with full con idence. Of course, the administra-
tors will do this with detailed checks. What did we 
get with this?

Figure 4. The signature structure for Titana and Tamatos 
companies

If a user from one company imports the main key 
of another company, WoT will automatically certify 
the main key of another irm. This key will be asso-
ciated with unknown trust. If the user makes more 
effort and gives fully trust to the main key of anoth-
er irm (based on a check made by administrators 
among them), then all users of another company 
certi ied with its main key are placed on the path 
shorter than 5 steps and signed with enough valid 
keys. In this way, we used WoT to identify known 
associates from close companies. In order to join a 
third company in this scheme, the previous steps 
should be repeated.

Automating and increasing reliability us-
ing WKD
Using the WKD, it is possible to automate the pro-

cess of key manipulation additionally. New versions 
of GPG have built-in support for WKD application. 
Add-ons of  the well-known mail clients are set to 
automatically check the existence of a key on WKD. 
After entering the recipient's address, these add-ons 
on Enigmail (Mozilla Thunderbird) and GpgOL (Out-
look) automatically detect the keys to the WKD. This 
further reduces user’s interaction.

Of course, IT administrators have to create web 
key directories and maintain them up-to-date. Com-
bination of the automatization provided by WKD 
and web of trust increases the level of resistance 
to sophisticated attacks. When applying automa-
tion, we need to distinguish the way in which we 
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have come up with the appropriate public key. If a 
user explicitly enters an email address (for example, 
when encrypting), we know that the user intended 
to enter exactly that email address. On the other 
hand, if we get the key through the WKS to check the 
signature (for example, we use WKS to ind the key 
for varalica@example.org), then we should not be 
convinced that the key is reliable and the message 
is authentic.

The third engine of this system is TOFU. It prac-
tically checks the system all the time. It also tracks 
and collects key usage statistics and most impor-
tantly, it detects the con lict. In case of TOFU con-
lict detection, both keys are declared defective and 

user’s interaction is necessary.
This can be applied in organized systems with 

an IT administration. Of course, this is often not the 
case. In such, and in all other situations, we will use 
the TOFU scheme. It is necessary to emphasize the 
importance of establishing the irst contact. It is de-
sirable that the keys exchange is performed with a 
secure channel, or by combining multiple commu-
nication modes.

Our solution requires from customers to use the 
TOFU + PGP settings to validate the keys. This set-
ting calculates validity according to WoT and TOFU 
rules and sets the higher one. In some cases it is ad-
visable to set the settings so that the TOFU does not 

provide any evaluation of the key validation, and the 
TOFU is only used for con lict detection. The result 
is an increase of the interaction level.

The defense of persistent and targeted attacks 
is not easy. Although this system has a high level of 
automatization, a certain level of user’s training is 
needed to see some signals when it comes to target-
ed pirate attack or CEO fraud.

CONCLUSION

This model uses three essential components: 
WOT with its strict and precise rules is loosened by 
the usage of TOFU models and it is automatized by 
the usage of WKD. The model is not demanding to 
the end user.

Interaction with the user is reduced to a mini-
mum. The purpose of this model is its usage in ev-
eryday communication where it gives a solid level 
of reliability, especially when defending from man 
in the middle attack and facilitating the detection of 
mimicry. For areas where communication reliability 
requirements are much higher, it is necessary to use 
different models and probably other tools.

The use of this model requires the existence of IT 
administrators, whether they are directly present in 
a business entity or engaged from outside, as well as 
a minimum education of users.
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